
SEW MUCH FUN!  HVQ 2015 Row Quilt  

Block #8 - Sew Star Blossoms (Wall Hanging requirements in parentheses) 

Cut List:Cut List:Cut List:Cut List:    

Background:  1/4 yard or scrapsBackground:  1/4 yard or scrapsBackground:  1/4 yard or scrapsBackground:  1/4 yard or scraps    

  6 @ 2-1/8” (1-1/2”) squares 

  24 @ 2-1/8” x 4” (1-1/2” x 3”) rectangles;  trim off one end at 45-degrees as diagrammed 

  12 @ 3-1/8” (2-3/8”) squares, cut diagonally in half    

Star Blossom Large Triangles 1/4 yardStar Blossom Large Triangles 1/4 yardStar Blossom Large Triangles 1/4 yardStar Blossom Large Triangles 1/4 yard    

  6 @ 5-3/4” (4-1/4”) squares, cut each diagonally twice    

Star Blossom Small Triangles 1/8 yardStar Blossom Small Triangles 1/8 yardStar Blossom Small Triangles 1/8 yardStar Blossom Small Triangles 1/8 yard    

     12 @ 3-1/8” (2-3/8”) squares, cut diagonally in half    

Corner Triangles: 6 assorted printsCorner Triangles: 6 assorted printsCorner Triangles: 6 assorted printsCorner Triangles: 6 assorted prints    

            2 each @ 4-1/4” (3-1/8”) squares,  cut diagonally in half 

 

Construc;on:Construc;on:Construc;on:Construc;on:    

STITCH together 24 sets of small triangle units using 1 background triangle and  

1 small star blossom triangle.  Lay out and assemble each one as diagrammed: 

 

PAIR each unit with a large triangle and s;tch together as diagrammed:    

Make 24 units, 4 for each block.    

 

STITCH a background rectangle to the side of each Sunflower petal as diagrammed. 

 Make 24 units.  Now you are ready to assemble the blocks.    

LAY a background Flower Center on the corner of a petal unit (1.)   

STITCH a par;al seam using a 1/4” seam allowance.   

The remainder will be s;tched in the final seam.  PRESS toward petal.  Con;nue adding units around center square as 

diagrammed, pressing as before. To add the last petal, fold the first petal out of the way, then STITCH and PRESS seam 

allowance toward petal.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

STITCH final seam, overlapping s;tches in the flower center to complete the seam.  Add large triangles to the top, 

boEom and sides of the flower block to finish.  Make six 9-1/2” (6-1/2”) blocks.  S;tch together for final row. 
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